Big Top Feeder Assembly (BTG)
Snap Hook
Congratulations! You now own one of the world’s best bird feeders! Built of quality
materials, this feeder will give you years of enjoyment. Please follow the assembly
instructions.

O-Ring
Rain Guard

The long rod has the o-ring on it for shipment. Before proceeding, remove the o-ring
from the long rod. Place the collar & set screw 1/3 of the way down the long rod and
tighten the set screw. Insert or screw the long rod up through the hole in the dome.
Slide the rain guard down the long rod, allowing the rain guard to rest on the dome.
Position the o-ring snugly against the rain guard to prevent rainwater from
traveling down the long rod into the seed. Screw the snap hook onto the top of the
long rod.

Dome

For shipment, the short rod nut and the acorn nut have been placed onto the short
rod. Remove the short rod nut and the acorn nut from the short rod and pull the
short rod out of the seed bowl assembly. The upper seed bowl (rim) and the lower
seed bowl have already been assembled for you. Screw the short rod nut back onto
the short rod to the top of the threads. Reinsert the short rod back down into the
seed bowl assembly, seed valve, and port. Align the two tabs on the rim of the seed
valve with two of the feeding holes in the port. Screw the acorn nut onto the bottom
of the short rod, but do not tighten. Adjust the seed valve openings by rotating the
seed bowl assembly and the port in opposite directions. Tighten the acorn nut to
secure the seed valve size setting. Tighten the short rod nut gently against the
bottom of the seed bowl assembly until the seed bowl assembly is secure on the
short rod. Hang the assembled seed bowl section on the long rod open hook.
The dome on the long rod may require adjusting. To do so, simply loosen the set
screw on the collar and slide the dome and collar to the desired location. Tighten
the set screw and position the o-ring against the rain guard.
An accessory for the Big Top is the BT Perch for $9.99. This circular perch installs
beneath the port allowing more species of birds to feed and also doubles as a stand
when filling the seed bowl.
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